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In 2058, 10 planets formed the Flash Track. The protector deity of Flash Track, Apollo, 
god of the sun and light, announces a treasure hunting mission in the 10 planets. The 
one who achieves the mission will be crowned by Athena, the goddess of wisdom, as 
the protector of creative thinking, receive wine from Dionysus, the god of festivity, and 
take the oath to the sun god to become the protector of human civilization and lead 
the advanced civilization back to Earth. At that time, human begin to search for 
treasure in space.



The 10 planets on the Flash Track, AU-I, AU-II, AU-III, AU-IV, AU-V, AU-VI, AU-VII, AU-VIII, AU-
IX, and AU-X, represent 10 historical eras of great momentum of innovation due to the 
cultural exchange and the convergence of diverse groups, to inspire creativity through 
art. 
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The principle of complementarity of quantum 
mechanics declares that the world is composed 
of two contradictory forces pulling each other 
to change the world. 

The universe is driven by two forces: forward 
and backward. The force that moves forward 
brings progress and light to the universe. The 
power of stagnation will exhaust the universe 
until it becomes a black hole.                                                                                                    



Quantum mechanics proves that the world is 
in a state of uncertainty, and that each person, 
as an observer and actor, will acquire a set of 
equations of his or her own, an equation that 
speaks to his or her unique relationship with 
the world. 

For the world is full of uncertainty and 
probability, one must take positive action to 
change the world.                                                                                                          



Art is a system of action, intended to change the 
world. 

The 10 most energetic periods in the history of 
human development have become planets through 
their powerful self-energy and the bending of space-
time caused by the gravitational field equation, and 
are connected to each other in the universe to 
form a star group. 

This emerging cluster, generated from the 
crystallization of human intelligence, shines so 
brightly in space that Earth astronomers name it 
Flash Track.



Each planet in Flash Track has a stellar-like 
self-generated energy that comes from its 
own incessant innovation. The abundance of 
pure energy in the Flash Track not only 
sustains its own planets, but also provides 
energy to other galaxies in the form of 
intense light energy. 

Human thus discover the most precious 
energy source in the universe is pure power, 
and the Flash Track, with its abundance of 
pure power, has become a space frontier that 
human aspire to explore most.



In order to promote the positive kinetic of the 
overall cosmos, Apollo, the Sun God sent 10 
future spacecrafts from the 11th dimension to 
allow humans to travel to the 10 planets in the 
Flash Track to search for 10 pure power 
treasures and lead them back to Earth to 
strengthen its pure power.



In addition to bringing pure energy treasures back 
to Earth, the rich pure energy of the planet itself 
will be implanted into the core consciousness of 
the treasure hunter like a chip in the brain during 
the treasure hunting process of exploring Flash 
Track planets, inspiring creative thinking.



Human will realize that the universe exists to 
create, evolve, and innovate. 

History has its self conscious that old times 
will continue to call forth and give birth to 
new times. 

The task of human is to act actively in a 
world of uncertainty and possibilities that to 
accelerate the process of innovative change. 



As in Einstein's Theory of Everything and 
Superstring Theory, all matter is created 
from a fluctuation. Your actions will 
activate the first strings of the pure power 
of human creation.



With the sale of 19,800 Flash Track NFT 
commemorative medals, we will create 10 
Flash Track planets of human cultural 
time-space in the metaverse, contributing 
to a con t i nuous , uncompensa ted 
exploration and learning for all ages of 
human being through VR headsets as the 
endless stream of pure power. 



By acquiring the Flash Track NFT commemorative medals, you will become the 
protector of a civilization that has been the pinnacle of multicultural exchange and 
creativity for mankind throughout time.



With the generation of each Flash Track planet human cultural time-space in 
the metaverse, we invite you to visit this metaverse pure power recharge 
station one by one to explore and collect 10 pure power treasures.



After you have obtained 10 pure power treasures, you 
will be invited to ascend to the Apollo Temple in the 
metaverse, where you will be crowned by Athena, the 
goddess of wisdom, as the protector of creative 
thinking, and receive wine from Dionysus, the god of 
festivity, to proclaim yourself the protector of human 
civilization to the god of light, Apollo, and lead the 
advanced civilization back to Earth.



19,800 Flash Track NFT Commemorative Medals Public Sale
Planet AU-I & AU-II 
• Issue Date: 2022/05/20 

• Issue Platform: OpenSea 

• Issue Quantity: 3,960  

(including 360 special edition)

Planet AU-V & AU-VI 
• Issue Date: 2022/06/30 

• Issue Platform: OpenSea 

• Issue Quantity: 3,960  

(including 360 special edition)

Planet AU-VII, AU-VIII, AU-IX & AU-X 
• Issue Date: 2022/07/15 

• Issue Platform: OpenSea 

• Issue Quantity: 7,920  

(including 720 special edition)

Planet AU-III & AU-IV 
• Issue Date: 2022/06/15 

• Issue Platform: OpenSea 

• Issue Quantity: 3,960  

(including 360 special edition)
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Flash Track VR Exploration Metaverse Construction
• Number of VR Exploration: 10  

• Resolution of VR Exploration: 8K 

• Time of VR Exploration:  12 minutes/planet 

• Date to launch: December 2023 
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